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Summer show in collaboration with Wschód (Warsaw):
Łukasz Sosiński / Babette Kleijn

Warsaw based gallery Wschód and Rotterdam’s CINNNAMON are proud to present 
a collaborative exhibition. For this collaboration, Wschód brings work by Warsaw 
based Łukasz Sosiński to Rotterdam, while CINNNAMON shows new work by 
Rotterdam based Babette Kleijn. 

Łukasz Sosiński is interested the idea of art, and how art affects the world. 
Sosiński’s strategies are vastly different polish “critical artists”. Sosiński purposefully 
modifies the tools of perception rooted in the past and applies them to current 
strategies, thus creating a diverse reality filled with intimate questions deeply linked 
to “post reality”. In Sosiński’s practice we can capture opposed emotions – 
stubbornness and hope but also decadency and dystopian emptiness - a lukewarm 
and honest analysis of (empirical) reality.  

Where Sosiński’s work can be understood in terms of questioning emperical reality, 
Kleijn’s work embodies an artistic analysis of the modelling and structuring of the 
perceiving mind. Her practice is based on a continuous interplay between optical, 
aesthetic and the mental ‘modelling’. We could say that Kleijn’s visual tools are 
rooted in the longing for something universal - yet her mental models are highly 
personal.  

While Sosiński’s post-reality investigates how (his) reality is constructed through the 
image, Kleijn focusses on the ‘tools of perception’ within herself: in a platonic 
fashion reality is captured through an intuitive geometry.

At a first glance Kleijn’s subtle yet powerful explorations seem formal - somewhat 
reminiscent of constructivism even - but they quickly reveal a distinctively personal 
approach. For Kleijn, creating work is like performing a modern choreography: 
finding balance is in the detail. With simple means like mural paint, pencil, nails and 
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thread she creates ‘mental models’ that reveal an unparalleled sharpness and 
concentration. 

Łukasz Sosiński (Warsaw, 1981) graduated from Intermedia at University of Arts in 
Poznań and is currently working on his PHD at the same university.  He has 
exhibited in e.g. Zachęta National Gallery (Warsaw);  Baltic Contemporary Art 
Gallery (Słupsk); Center for Contemporary Art Kronika (Bytom); Arsenał Gallery 
(Białystok); Espaces des Arts sans Frontieres (Paris). He has been collaborating 
with Wschód Gallery since 2015. Sosiński lives and works in Warsaw.

Babette Kleijn (Goes, the Netherlands, 1978) obtained her BA and MA at Academie 
St Joost, Breda (the Netherlands). She exhibited at, among others: Tent 
(Rotterdam); PHK18 (Rotterdam); Nest (the Hague), Het Wilde Weten, Rotterdam; 
Grimmuseum (Berlin); Whatbar/Rod Barton (London); and GEM museum for 
contemporary art (the Hague). Klein lives and works in Rotterdam. 


